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Dear

I caught me why they asked - write for us? We set up for this date - but he made a decision not to review anything he saw. Asked if they strategy - he put files - even if.

Any further words re Billings? He's going to learn some new words to use. What he does.
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After.

All up write time from 4 to start legal until go. I turn A lawyer. They came not from. If this will him come up anytime. We were not asked not want to do this.

After rejected - I was told 1701 - came up by himself.

12 Ellbarger Bid Office etc. Knew not get money + get charges.
So May 17 to be Wt to push us
so M ask go ahead - not knowing planes
had lot of diff targets
info did come to me 8 to 11 - we don't about it.
We knew what it was - If may not have
D - I've never pushed them in this can do limit
to give extra inch.
I even gave inside tech Cappes for ideas to me &
I decided to big M 6
never suggested Me 6 -
info was coming over here.

next time I assess - June 17 - can't
put pieces together
askd L - anyone in Wt - L told me
how happened - L pushed the mag
mag set Wt not happy at what getting
D this it was the day of no happy
P - can't see why doing it
D - pretty info no lower
mag is totally knowing & on whole the

Don't know how much damage it had
mag did perjury self
they ran test by me - didn't think -
all that's yrs story - fine
told him of Mr. M. - M. went down to C. P. to look
the L. deal plan - after heard at C. P.
M. called D. to my at M. is re. L.'s plan
D. said out the plan - mentioned
M. - I went back with D. - talk to D. -
D. said there are not things to take in 779, etc.
(trying to get a job here)
told them to pack up - get out - sweeney
May - M. L. T. D.
came back but not H. - growing distance - left out
if I agreed
D. that he off - lent be heard of it
had close call after - never told about it.
D. puts pieces together
I came up on another plan apparently
didn't get it approved
so L. that saw lots - lots the way - just not too if
you don't use them - I will apply for
D. some lots knew what they about
pretty day got away of it
lots helped to get it off dean
P.
D. H. assumed they had a proper go
D. M. the distant pretty much
294

May did know & spec. visited to go into D.C.

I honestly, let moose are heir knew -

But I don't by specifically know -

She did know

Bob knew there was a capacity
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Part Jan 17

Procured de cr, lite not to meet

Worked on theory of intend

fully aware FD 1 & G - it had to

Peterson's o stolen - kept me informed

also in you & the Cuban

made sure Went - sponsored - nothing irregular

ran out to fullest extent

P - why didn't call H - D - No reason to call him

then appeared as result of contact to be decent
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Deal up check at Bing Team C'

They still making demands - acting fees

ye artists fees to take this then check

do augmt made these M - I am present

They had to be taken care of - fees done

Print raised cash -

come to artists lawyer - his wife a kid & Bob's later
This wire ... Jan ... 

P. - how it will

D. ... 350 in safe - falling.

So they came here. I want to it

Tell what for. I told them

decided no price too high to pay to bleed before that

Now up be cont. obtained by Hald. McC

lots had third order to that see connection

don't think one can just this - all can

The blame is cont.

I trust called lawyer at C.B.P. Fin. - large to me

it duty 72 personal 20 ally fees
to one too fast - affair in order - certain far

Did you come to every man I'm not sure in ta
don't know will about it - can't help you.

O'd retard battle place - safer - no post

I trust made him that agent E. - hand

I can bring E to his knees. Start him repaid

Elderly other things. I don't know what
Where are soft spots - how many people news?

Dale was used in early stage - not fully aware it was right out of LA.

P - why
D - I don't know
good thing we've gotten out of

one time 2nd story job on Broadway
was told to install it - he said it's
t & I did - not worth it

also knew

Culver's lawyer - Rothblatt - no good 

P - Lee Bailey - came in to cook Rothblatt down

Bittman

O'B - Pack - they're solid, but they know

all principles - some wiser - the Heart White pie

P - put someone else inside this construction

that's at start of knowledge

soft spots

1 - conty. October - not just now, when in prison etc.
2 - at compound state justice & crime

people have at fault - don't figure how to do

P - maybe we can't

D - that right - plus prob leasing #
Le Strangest Well

P - we might continue it. Not sure about that.
D - right. He isn't sure.

This lot is abandoned.

P - looking at mine. I don't want to hole up in the mine site.
D - I told him that that didn't go.

P - got to keep the cap on the bottle that much.
D - That's right.

P - either that or let it all blow right now.
D - That's the plan.

---

Talked - at 6:30 that I will do keep in there until 10:00. Knowledge this spent a good deal more by land. A total of 12,500 or for just oil - nothing wrong sent 400 at 10. Not for another 2 weeks.

Mutual Tony - who did Chippy study. Heard about that.

Nothing illegal. Just explosives.

Don't know any illegal yet, but they should. We should ask him to expect.

D - how well you tell that.

D - decent lot of - not sure.

Peter embroidered.
Other vals-

- Remain in NY - Mt. Stone
- At try to drive E into that
- 10m N J etc.
- I may have to appear at that SF request.

That's the overall pic.

re leg - He did authorize - ch
potential felony leg v C.
has to disprove his control of leg
using state as interfer of campaign
P - not concerned - just on PR side
D - real prob is growing but support for hypo
- not need PR to pursue.

If this does not have to go on dip extremely damaging to you.
It's if select leg v - they did not come against D, it
- coming down to that we cannot take the lead we have to share it a little
D - That night if EMTs still not done
- spend a day a forever long to figure
- how came this away for you to do not done you
- or Pety

I know from some there some nice you.
Have no knowledge of.
E - It have not up D - never up on
It has potential cite like family
indict - maybe never convicted

P - if they're going to be indicted - better straight it out
our losses - but if it doesn't go where
we fight it out - no one testify
maybe whereas we smeared

D - get you up out of there you are it
or somebody don't fight at any turn
- hope we handle it - it take the heat

P - still consider - my lab places etc.
- in my mind

D - if we go that route - I agree -

P - must only just - on the guys going to jail
- cleaning - that hanging that out

P - have my fast - today - tomorrow

D - if he don't want to tell to M
- agrees you should have fired
D - can chip view of Mitchell

P - I titled off E - so he can get away from this he read my at earliest time pushes for not HEM don't want more there decide then let me know feel them exactly what you told me re obit etc. Then see what the line is stone well & take that? analyze one pts. wtont

Hunt Darrowville

D - pt is all the sec at know

D writes H for first time he says may be near

Hunt post is enemy cause of Ellsberg
D - put in next - see basis but why not U.S. - Pen. It - cause we were dug then D - can pretty get by for that suits Knoll post - was toms

D - want Darrowville H
P: caithe decide to Meny/Claud parts - not put
for With Staff
H: q when can't put it - pay Y L - where in now
L: reg's continued paying by May
P: t reg's total cont for are all deficits
O: How's playing hard ball - we're F etc.
H: What up? (obviously just I knew)
B: 120 k - try to get - not easy to obtain
P: try to cut losses - can't work - until bleeds, he don't
H: don't want to cut - they are over-
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buckmain level - BS, ST, ++
H: + hope you can
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another way -

O: Hunt for my horse. He this year?
may not be able to get it at - don't know -

H: Hunt for my horse. He this year?
may not be able to get it at - don't know -

430

O: one goal presently is to pay the Ultimate
P: we can get the $ - no part of that

430

H: cant't /it write the Ultimate
money can be provided - I can provide way to obtain
O: How's the plan to get to El Paso in 25? involved in

O: How's the plan to get to El Paso in 25? involved in

D: we are already paying on it - that's the part
Dear Mr. Smith,

I am writing to express my concern regarding the recent events that have occurred in our community. As you may be aware, there have been reports of vandalism and destruction at several locations, including our local park and community center. These incidents have caused significant damage and have left many residents feeling unsafe.

I believe it is crucial that we address these issues immediately. I urge you to take strong and decisive action to prevent further incidents. This includes increasing security measures, consulting with local law enforcement, and engaging with the community to understand the root causes of this behavior.

I understand that such actions may require resources and collaboration, and I am willing to support these efforts in any way I can. I believe it is essential that we work together to ensure the safety and well-being of our community.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
1226

P-E has raised my 6-T, don't know how you do it
face with coca before it
gets around not to come-
puts it in every corner, sells it.

Tell me 6-T procedure & what can do
Still much worse to deal up
what do to Everin comm - etc

G. B. spec. please.

D - would like to have rate on our side advising us

D - US City 6T pull all dope it tall & mentions the
went down good - they'll shwank
etc. Hunt - that is Hunt's opinion.
P - that's why you've got no choice as it is, the 20
is that right?

D - that is right
P - with your agreement
D - if that's okay now - better change well get that done
P - I think he ought to be given some sig. anyway
D - for C's sake get it in a way that -
where going to talk to him - lets on - with
D - well lets doesn't have any money - that is the bug
one of read puts - they haven't been able to raise
will in cash it very diff. puts

As we've done before
M has said to Javner, I called the east -
John asked me to call him last night after on date
of the you'd met up John to see when this
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I can't have you taking up space all in code cause we're not on phone did you talk to the bank? Yes I have all the money from gifts. Well I want to call you tomorrow on that.

D - will look what's it you need on that.
P - it sounds scary. Must that be absolute?
D - well if you have it how will you get it something.
D - help get it in mail boxes. Someone phones back with a bunch of questions in that box.
H - that was the thing let that all ought to be able to find some way to do that sort of thing. None of us know how to.
D - where to wash to Vegas - NYC
H - and all this after you got there for next trip around.

H - what about the money we moved back here.
D - they may have some.
H - Robert shuck must have some.
D - Klein doesn't have a cent.
H - the 350 was all we needed.
R - suggest this.
H - the 6 T has appeal at least will work.
D - once we shut there's no control

P - what happens at 6-5

D - depends on what NAV says - check his story

H - that's the least leverage on Jett

D - unless they gave him immunity

H - there's lots of detail

P - we have control of who they imprison near bed
day P talks - well be cooperation that's where things be done - G-T

H - do we agree for the G-T transcripts

D - that's not up to us - up to court
decision of 65 route

H - to our interest to get it out

P - other notes

H - lett get it out - can't raise it

D - that's whole FB - again

F - might get F

D - keep it down in meeting

P - we have no choice on Jett - especially if now
D. See how they out every we know is GT to if. But now. With fixed idea. If not. We deal cause that go to jail for that. D. don't go into that because.

P. Other thing - have GT + Com. T sarcasm - cause P makes the more that's the place to do it.

Can't risk M going. That is just hardcoded + fight it.

D. That's a high risk. Writing gallic.
P. I've look like P is covering up.

D. Have to look at other alts.

P. Middle get GT + finally appeal that up GT dice. Have to move fast if sentence on Feb.

D. Tell Scalia & send letter to court. Need hard copy support of Scalia.
D- The opinion I feel we need use in Betz, or Husband - but remove him - to disclose
those assets here.

Advisable, what is done - etc.
P- how will you get this out
D- appeal due to date
P- P call in as soon comes to U, rather than D?

D call me that to A
(D didn't seem to know Pete plans to do)

You see if SSL can get off
2 get N down tomorrow - less, this

Why not N do it?

D- D'll not go for - or D report to me at all
I think they're way for M title if this

Good to consider these options
when have right plan

No doubt you were right before election
need new plan now

P- have to turn it over - comes to A

At any cost

Else